Balanced & Smooth Hydraulic Control System

Push-N-Hold Opener

Motor, Drive, Hydraulics and Control System are Pre-Assembled for Quick Installation

Thermo-efficient Insulation & Liner Package (optional)

Wood Girts
Excellent insulation against frost

Available in all Lester colors

Steel Vertical Frame
Complete Engineered System Meets building wind load requirements

Steel Horizontal Beam
Placed on the inside to provide clean exterior aesthetics - no unsightly wind truss!

Heavy Duty Hinge Points & Hydraulic Pistons
Ships unassembled to minimize freight costs

Backed by the Industry’s Strongest Structural Warranty

One Source for Door/Building Compatibility; Avoid Construction Delays

Excellent insulation against frost

Ships unassembled to minimize freight costs

Complete Engineered System Meets building wind load requirements

Placed on the inside to provide clean exterior aesthetics - no unsightly wind truss!

Thermo-efficient Insulation & Liner Package (optional)

Motor, Drive, Hydraulics

and Control System are

Pre-Assembled for Quick Installation

Complete Engineered System

Meets building wind load requirements

800-826-4439
LesterBuildings.com
Many Sizes Available!

Widths: 12’ - 60’
Heights: 8’ - 24’

Custom sizes also available.

Standard Features:

- Heavy Duty Corner Frame: Innovative Design Transfers Less Load to the Building
- Robust Hydraulic Pistons: Larger than the Industry Standard
- Simple Push-N-Hold Control: Safe Operation; Remote Control Included
- Clean Fit and Finish: Fully Trimmed and No Exterior Beam
- Rubber Bottom Seal Friction Fits to the Ground. Double Sealed for Insulated Doors. (Screws are black.)
- Industry Leading Lifetime Structural Design Warranty
- Lined & Insulated Doors are energy efficient, with no thermal shorts.
- One Source: Engineered building bracing to support the door.

Available Options:

- Thermo-Efficient Insulation & Liner Package
- Additional Radio Transmitter Remote Control
- Multiple Window Options
- Back-up Hydraulic Tractor Connection Kit